ABSTRACT. An inductive limit E -=ind!im E, is ultrarcgular if it is regular and each set B C E,, which is bounded in E, is also bounded in E,,. A necessary and sufficient condition for ultraregularity of E is given provided each E, is an LF-spacc which is closed in E,+. In [2] Floret calls an inductive limit E regular, resp. c-regul, if every set bounded in E is bounded, resp. contained, in some E,. An a-regular inductive limit is ultraregular, resp. weakly ultraregular, if each set B C E, which is bounded in E, is also bounded, resp. weakly bounded, in E,.
In [2] Floret calls an inductive limit E regular, resp. c-regul, if every set bounded in E is bounded, resp. contained, in some E,. An a-regular inductive limit is ultraregular, resp. weakly ultraregular, if each set B C E, which is bounded in E, is also bounded, resp. weakly bounded, in E,.
In [3, 4 
and the functional CgCzo))-xg E'.+x is the desired extension.
Assume that each real f 6 E'. has a real extension g E' Take a closed absolutely [3] . Hence E is ultraregular and therefore also regular. Since regular inductive limit, not necessarily strict, of Frchet spaces is fast complete, [5] , each space E is fast complete. Then, by Theorem 1, (P) implies the ultraregularity of E.
